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How should I 
learn a new 
codebase?
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Day 1
Three steps to success

01



- Understand what services you're running
- Understand interservice dependencies
- Take specific notes
- Run the tests, then break them

Paying attention while setting up the dev environment will 
reap dividends



- Look for a document/diagram
- Ask questions

- What repos do we own?
- How does a feature get from my laptop to prod?
- What vendors/API's do we rely on?

- Create or update the architecture document

Senior members of the team should help you understand 
the architecture



- Understand mission, products, goals
- Figure out your team's contribution

- How can we impact company goals?
- Who gets mad if our code breaks horrifically?

You are doomed if you don't understand the business



Mindset
Learn by doing

02



Antonello Calamea

https://medium.com/@acalamea/autumn-reading-ultralearning-b49d11c3122e


The easiest way to learn 
directly is to simply spend a lot 
of time doing the thing you 
want to become good at.

Scott Young, 
Ultralearning



- DO: Understand code well enough to make a change
- DON'T: Read every line

Deep understanding comes by making an impact



Reading a book is very different from reading code

Chris RiedBlaz Photo

https://unsplash.com/photos/ieic5Tq8YMk
https://unsplash.com/photos/zMRLZh40kms


1. Understand what the services do
2. Identify what service you need to modify
3. Understand modules of that service
4. Within a given module, know the classes
5. …
6. Understand an individual line of code

Your knowledge will grow recursively



"Chunking" is the brain's ability to bind detailed information into a 
concept that is easy to remember

Michael Benz

https://unsplash.com/photos/-IZ2sgQKIhM


Think in terms of code paths and data flows

GET /puppy

getPuppy()

PuppyManager 
.getRandomPuppy()

DBAccessor.
runQuery()



Think in terms of code paths and data flows

scores

ScoreDAO

Score 
Controller

scoreboard.js



Process
Use the scientific method
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Process

Find relevant code01



Process

about what you need to 
change

Find relevant code

Form a hypothesis02
01



03after making the change. 
Return to 02 if you were 

wrong.

Process

about what you need to 
change
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03after making the change. 
Return to 02 if you were 

wrong.

Process

about what you need to 
change

Find relevant code
Test your 

hypothesis

Form a hypothesis Improve quality02 04
01



Tools

04



- Understand what exists
- Use the debugger

Finding relevant code

Run the 
code



- JIRA, Asana, Pivotal Tracker
- GitHub, GitLab issues

Finding relevant code

Search 
the 
project







- Silver Searcher (ag), ripgrep

Finding relevant code

Search 
the code





- Silver Searcher (ag), ripgrep
- OpenGrok, SourceGraph
- GitHub, GitLab org search

Finding relevant code

Search 
the code



Gerbrand

https://www.software-creation.nl/2015/11/opengrok-make-your-code-searchable/


Understanding code

- IDE
- (I like JetBrains' Cmd+Click)



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1xLzX4p-7AxZVtAd_j-Osca1ojUJKQEw4/preview


Understanding code

- IDE
- (I like JetBrains' Cmd+Click)

- Remember to create "chunks"



Understanding code

- IDE
- (I like JetBrains' Cmd+Click)

- Remember to create "chunks"
- Notes, diagrams



Understanding code

- IDE
- (I like JetBrains' Cmd+Click)

- Remember to create "chunks"
- Notes, diagrams
- Ask for help (use git blame)





Working with libraries

- Library docs
- StackOverflow
- GitHub search











- Focus on delivering software
- Provide value to your team
- Decrease cognitive load



Samuel Taylor
@SamuelDataT
sdf@samueltaylor.org



CREDITS: This presentation template was created 
by Slidesgo, including icons by Flaticon, and 

infographics & images by Freepik

http://bit.ly/2Tynxth
http://bit.ly/2TyoMsr
http://bit.ly/2TtBDfr

